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Introduction
This guidebook represents an update on current research focusing on
the Barton Springs segment of the Edwards aquifer. The
accompanying field trip will focus on the field identification of the
hydrostratigraphic units of the Edwards Group as described by Rose
(1972) and Maclay and Small (1984). A portion of the current
research activities are described in articles included in this book.
Some of the ongoing research is summarized below.
The Barton Springs/Edwards Aquifer Conservation District
(BS/EACD) is involved in a number of research studies of the Barton
Springs Edwards aquifer. BS/EACD has recently completed a report
of water-quality and hydrogeologic information that they have
collected over the last four years. BS/EACD continues to monitor
aquifer levels through ten water-level monitoring wells. BS/EACD
is conducting a geological mapping project of the Barton Springs
recharge zone with the United States Geological Survey (USGS) and
funding from the Texas Water Development Board (TWDB). The
BS/EACD continues to collect water-quality information, with the
help of equipment purchase funding from the TWDB. The BS/EACD is
reviewing required hydrogeologic studies for major pumping
systems that utilize aquifer tests to assist in water-supply
management of the aquifer resources. A summary of some of the
water-supply usage from the Barton Springs Edwards aquifer is
included in this book. An enhanced recharge study is being conducted
by the BS/EACD with funding from the Environmental Protection
Agency. The BS/EACD recently initiated a Regional Water Supply
Study that will examine alternatives to groundwater usage and
examine the limitations of the Barton Springs segment. A
groundwater tracing study by BS/EACD is currently pending on grant
funding sources.
The USGS has conducted detailed mapping of the hydrostratigraphic
members of the Edwards aquifer recharge zone from West Texas east
to Hays County with assistance from the Edwards Underground Water
District. This mapping is continuing through Travis County with
assistance from BS/EACD and funding from the TWDB.
The USGS has conducted water-quality sampling on a semi-annual
basis from a number of wells and springs in the Barton Springs
Edwards aquifer with funding from the City of Austin. As a part of
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this study, the USGS collects mutiple samples from two wells
following rain events to measure temperature and chemical effects
of recharge sources. In addition to the samples collected by the
USGS, the City of Austin Environmental and Conservation Services
Department (ECSD) is collecting water-quality samples from major
springs and are analyzing them for a more comprehensive list of
water-quality parameters. The ECSD is also utilizing two
monitoring probes to continuously measure water quality changes in
the major springs of the Barton Springs Edwards aquifer. ECSD is
currently analyzing this data and will produce a report of their
findings.
ECSD is currently studying the Barton Springs salamander, which is
proposed for listing as an endangered species, to document and
evaluate populations, population distributions, species extent, and
habitat quality. The effort also includes establishing a captive
breeding program.
The University of Texas Center for Research in Water Resources is
completing a study to measure the water-quality characteristics of
roadway runoff over the Barton Springs Edwards aquifer for the
Texas Department of Transportation. The Center has also begun a
study to construct a numerical model of the Barton Springs Edwards
aquifer for the City of Austin. This model is designed as a
management tool to assess the water quantity and water quality
impacts from urban development.
Barbara Mahler of the Department of Geology at the University of
Texas is performing a study of sediment source and transport within
the Barton Springs Edwards aquifer.
L.B. Guyton and Associates has recently completed a study to gather
information to help delineate the groundwater divide between the
Barton Springs segment and the San Marcos segment of the Edwards
aquifer. A summary of their findings is included in this book.
The Texas Speleological Association continues to perform mapping
of caves in the Barton Springs segments, a slow and tedious but
important step in the understanding of geological influences on
subsurface water flow.
A discussion of geomorphological research by Texas Christian
University is included in this guidebook.
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Barton Springs/Edwards Aquifer Conservation District Office
8:00 P.M.
Edwards Aquifer Research and Data Center, Freeman Building
8:30 P.M.
San Marcos Loop 82
Turn right onto Post Road
Turn left on Lime Kiln Road
Lime-Kiln Quarry 9:00-10:30 P.M.
This quarry exposes the contact between the Georgetown Formation
and the underlying Marine Member of the Edwards Group. The
Georgetown Formation is distintively nodular and contains an
abundance of fossils including gryphea, kingena, pectins, arctostrea,
and ammonites. The underlying surface at the top of the Marine
Member is an oxidized, reddish horizon that contains borings and
toucasia fossils. The Marine Member exposure contains an abundance
of caprinids, toucasia, and burrows.
A fault can be seen crossing midway through the quarry. In the
northwestern side of the quarry, the entire section of the
Georgetown can be observed overlain by the DelRio clay. A cave has
developed near the top of the Marine Member in western wall of the
quarry. This horizontal cave demostrates both the tendency for cave
development in the Marine Member and structural control imposed by
fractures that parallel the nearby fault
0.00 Zero your mileage counter. Turn left on Lime Kiln Road
1.4 Turn right onto Post Road
1.8 Turn left onto Loop 82
3.1 Enter ramp onto Interstate 35 going north
12.9 Exit Interstate 35 and turn left onto Loop 4. Follow the Loop 4
signs into the City of Buda.
The Buda area is heavily reliant on groundwater from the Barton
Springs Edwards aquifer. Aquifer tests that are being performed on
the major pumping systems help in the management of the water
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resources, and contribute a wealth of information on the
hydrogeology of this area. An article by Robert Botto in this
guidebook describes the distribution of groundwater usage in the
Barton Springs Segment.
15.8 Cross Railroad Tracks
16.2 Turn Left onto Ranch Road 967
19.1 Turn right on FM 1626
19.9 Turn left onto Jerry's Lane
20.6 Turn left onto Elliot Ranch Road
21.0 Turn left at four-way stop
22.0 Turn right at gate to Borheim-Fields Quarry
Boorheim-Fields Quarry 11:00-12:15 P.M.
An abandoned quarry in north Hays County. This quarry exposes the
Leached-Collapsed and Regional Dense Members. A measured section
of the quarry exposure and a gamma log survey of a nearby water
well on the quarry site (state well no. 58-49-926) is included in
this book. The Leached and Collapsedsection includes the wall
exposures in the main pit. It consists primarily of wackestone with
calcite geodes. Two chert horizons are visible. Fossils of toucasia,
pectin, and caprinids can be found here in the Leached and Collapsed
Members. Note the cave located just north of the quarry pit,
positioned in the Collapsed Member. The floor of the main pit
roughly follows the contact with the underlying Regional Dense
Member (RDM). This contact can be seen as an increase in natural
radiation on the gamma log. Ripples, dessication cracks, weathered
horizons and other signs of aerial exposure during deposition are
visible here. Please stay out of the lower, water-filled pit as it has
a very treacherous slope and is reported to contain water moccasins.
We will have the opportunity to observe the RDM upclose in an
upcoming stop.
25.1 Turn left onto road from Boorheim-Fields Quarry gate.
26.2 Turn right onto Elliot Ranch Road at four-way stop.
26.6 Turn right onto Jerry's Lane
27.3 Turn right onto FM 1626.
28.1 Turn right at the intersection of FM1626 and Ranch Road 967.
35.1 Turn left into Joe Rodgers Quarry
Joe Rodgers Quarry 12:30-1:30 P.M.
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This quarry exposes the lower Dolomitic Member of the Edwards
Group. Note the abundant, characteristic burrows and abundant
caprinid fossils.
35.4 Turn left onto FM 967
37.2 Turn right onto FM 1826
43.7 Turn right onto Outer Loop
48.9 Intersection of Slaughter Lane and Mopac
Crossing three petroleum pipelines: Shell Rancho pipeline
(crude oil), Phillips EZ pipeline (liquid natural gas), and
Exxon (crude oil) pipeline.
Three major petroleum pipelines cross the Barton Springs Edwards
aquifer here, carrying petroleum from west Texas to the coast.
Major crude oil spills occurred in this vicinity in both the Rancho
pipeline and the Exxon 18-inch pipeline. The amount of oil
recovered from the spill ranged between 980 barrels to 2,100
barrels. In each case the pipeline was ruptured by contractors
performing roadway and utility construction. For this reason, it is
important for environmental professional performing environmental
assessments for proposed construction sites near petroleum
pipelines to inform contractors of the significant of the pipelines.
When performing excavation near the pipelines, the pipeline
companies should be notified well in advance of construction at the
phone number posted on the yellow pipeline warning signs.
Since the Rancho pipeline rupture in 1986, Shell Pipeline has met
with local agencies to coordinate future response to a possible spill,
prepared a spill response vehicle, and incorporated local agencies in
"table-top" exercises to simulate the response to a spill. Some
accounts of these spills can be found in "Pipeline oil spills and the
Edwards Aquifers. Central Texas, by Pete Rose in The Balcones
Escarpment. Central Texas, printed by the Geological Society of
America in 1986, and "Edwards Stratigraphy and Oil Spills in the
Austin, Texas Area", by William Russell in the April 1987 Texas
Caver magazine. James Quinlan offers some steps to prepare for
accidental spills over a karst aquifer in "Recommended procedure for
Evaluating the Effects of Spills of Hazardous Materials on Ground
Water Quality in Karst Terranes" published by the National
Groundwater Association in the Proceedings of the Environmental
Problems in Karst Terranes and Their Solutions Conference. 1986.
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51.9 Intersection of Highway 290 and Mopac.
53.2 Crossing Barton Creek
53.8 Exit Mopac and turn left onto Loop 360.
56.5 Turn left at Stoneridge Road across Loop 360 onto dirt road.
Barton Creek Greenbelt 2:00 P.M.
Enter the gate and turn right (do not go straight down hill). As you
approach the Electric Substation, park near dirt road to the left.
Walk along the dirt road heading south for about 1,000 feet.
Cave V 2:15 P.M.
This cave is formed in the lower Grainstone and upper Kirschberg
Members. Note the well developed sinkhole.
Continue downhill on dirt road. The abundant remnant chert
fragments, terra rosa, and heavily recrystallized rock exposures of
Kirschberg Member. The contact with the underlying Dolomitic
Member is not well defined here, due to lack of exposure or faulting.
Following the break in slope you may observe toucasia-rich bed of
the Dolomitic Member.
At the intersecting path near Barton Creek, take a right and follow
the path for a few minutes to Sculpture Falls. We will regroup here
and enjoy the scenery. The massive bed of the Dolomitic Member
that the falls spill over is honeycombed due to the dissolution of
caprind fossils.
2:45 pm Walk back on path downstream along Barton Creek. You may
observe some old stonewalls on the left hand side about 0.3 miles
downstream. Turn left into the first creekbed, immediately
following the stonewalls. Follow creekbed upstream.
A short distance up the creek we can see a fault that exposes the
Regional Dense Member on the upstream side. Pleuromya knowltoni
fossils are the pistachio-shaped clam fossils that are abundant in
the RDM exposures here.
Backdoor Cave and Springs 4:00 P.M.
These springs constantly flow at a rate of about 10 gallons per
minute, except during periods of extended drought which indicates a
diffuse flow source. Water-level measurements from nearby wells
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in March 1993 suggests that the spring is perched well above the
saturated zone (Barton Springs/Edwards Aquifer Hydrogeology and
Groundwater Quality. 1994, by the Barton Springs/ Edwards Aquifer
Conservation District). Caprinids are visible in the roof of the cave
entrance. Dissolution of the caprinids creates a honeycombed
texture and thereby contributes to the high permeability of this
strata.
Follow the creekbed just downstream of Backdoor Spring, informally
called "Split Canyon."
"Split Canyon" 4:30 P.M.
This canyon provides probably the best exposure of the Dolomitic
Member within the Barton Springs Segment. As you ascend the
creek watch for the argillaceous rythmic marker bed at the canyon
split, and the Dictyoconus walnutensis marker bed further
upstream.
Head Back to vans 5:15 P.M.
Take Right onto Loop 360.
Take Right onto Mopac (Loopi) and go south.
Take left onto Slaughter Lane and go east.
Take right onto Manchaca Road and go south two miles.
Take left on Regal Row before Texaco Station. Turn left into
District office and drop off Austin attendants (6:00 pm).
Continue to Freeman Building in San Marcos (6:30).
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Personalresearch and the work ofothers have shown that at the time ofdeposition of
thispart oftheLower Cretaceous sequence, the LlanoUplift andthe surrounding Central
TexasPlatform formedahigh area. Plunging southeastward from thishigharea was the
SanMarcos Arch. The Angelina-CaldwellFlexure crossed the SanMarcos Archbetween
thepresentpositions of SanAntonioand the Texas coast andparallel to the latter. At the
beginning ofRodessa-Upper GlenRose deposition therudistids (acollective termused to
includepelecypods of the Rudistaceae, Chamaceae, Pernidae, andMytilacea, Figure 1)
and associated organisms became established along this flexure and began to construct
the barrier reef which ultimately became one of the major reef trends in the geologic
column. Behind this reef trend the North Texas Basin extended without obvious
interruption fromthe Central TexasPlatform intoLouisianaandnorthto themountains of
Oklahoma. Thepatternofdeposition notedabove remained fairly stableuntil the endof
Trinity or the beginning of Fredericksburg deposition. At this time, the reef-building
organismsbegan to transgress landward along twomainpaths: (1)northwestwardaround
the flank of theLlanoUplift and across theshallow shelf innorthcentral Texas and(2)
northward over the rising Sabine Uplift as far north as southwestern Arkansas and
southeastern Oklahoma. By the end ofFredericksburg deposition, the extension of the
reef complex in northcentral Texas hadeffectively subdivided the former North Texas
Basin into two very different environments of deposition behind the main barrier reef
trend: an openmarine shelfwhich is herein referred to as the Tyler Basinand a shallow
restrictedbasin, theKirschbergLagoon over the Central TexasPlatform. Fredericksburg
deposition in north central Texas was brought to a close by slight emergence and the
development ofaminorunconformity (Nelson,1973).
Regional differences in the porosity and permeability of the Edwards aquifer are
related to three major depositional areas, theMaverick basin, theDevils River trend, and
the San Marcos platform, that existed during Early Cretaceous time. The rocks of the
Maverick basin are predominantly deep basinal deposits of dense, homogeneous
mudstones of low primary porosity. Permeability is principally associated with
cavernous voids in the upper part of the Salmon Peak Formation of local usage in the
Maverick basin. The rocks of the Devils River trend are a complex of marine and
supratidal deposits in the lower part andreefal or inter-reefal deposits in the upper part.
Permeable zones, which occur intheupper part of the trend, are associated with collapse
breccias and rudist reefs. The rocks of the San Marcos platform predominantly are





rudist reef deposits that are well leached and very permeable. The rocks of the San
Marcos platform form the most transmissive part of the Edwards aquifer in the San
Antonio area. Karstification of the rocks on the San Marcos platform during the
Cretaceous time enhancedthepermeabilityof theaquifer (Maclay andSmall, 1984).
Permeability ofthe Edwards aquifer is greatest in particular strata (lithofacies) which
have been leached in the freshwater zone. Groundwater moves along vertical or steeply
inclined fractures that arepassageways by which water can enter permeable strata. Water
moves from the fractures into beds formed by collapse breccias, burrowed wackestones,
and rudist grainstones that have significant secondary porosity and permeability. Water
has selectively dissolved sedimentary features within those rocks to increase the size of
the openings and the degree ofinterconnection betweenpore voids (Maclay and Small,
1984).
Stratigraphy ofHydrogeologic Members (Rose. 1972^
Marine member - Reefal limestone and carbonates deposited under normal openmarine
conditions. Zones with significant porosity and permeability are laterally extensive.
Karstified unit. Limestone and dolomite; honeycombed limestone interbedded with
chalky,porous limestone andmassive,recrystallized limestone.
Leachedand Collapsed member - Tidal and supratidal deposits, conforming porous beds
of collapse breccias and burrowed biomicrites. Zones of honeycombed porosity are
laterally extensive. Limestone and dolomite. Recrystallized limestone occurs
predominantly in the freshwater zone of the Edwards aquifer. Dolomite occurs in the
saline zone.
Regional Densemember - Deep water limestone. Negligiblepermeability andporosity.
Laterally extensive bed that is a barrier vertical flow in the Edwards aquifer. Dense
argillaceous limestone.
Grainstone member - Shallow water, lagoonal sediments deposited inamoderately high
energy environment. A cavernous, honeycombed layer commonly occurs near the
middle. Interparticleporosity is locally significant.
Dolomitic and Kirschberg members - Supratidal deposits toward top. Mostly tidal to
subtidal deposits below. Very porous andpermeable zones formed by boxwork porosity
inbrecciasor by burrowedzones.
Basal Nodular member - Subtidal deposits. Negligible porosity and permeability.
Limestone,hard,dense, clayey; nodular,mottled, styolitic.
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Discussion
While working at theU.S. Geological Survey,Ihad the opportunity to field map the
hydrogeology oftheEdwards aquifer recharge zoneinUvalde (in which Alan Clarkhada
part in),Comal (along with some mapping donebyBillStein),Hays,and Travis counties.
Thepurpose was to describe thehydrogeologic characteristics (porosity andpermeability)
ofthe limestonespertinent to movement andcontaminationofgroundwater.
TheEdwards aquifer recharge zone inHays and Travis counties is ofmajor concern to
the city of Austin. Urban development has encroached upon the recharge zone creating
thepotential for surface runoff andconsequentcontamination infiltrating intothe aquifer.
The Edwards aquifer is now being characterized by its permeability/porosity within
different subdivisions within the limestones. Hydrogeologic mapping that has been
completed will help delineate the recharge patterns and the susceptibility of
contamination inthisarea.
Faults were identified in the field by stratigraphic displacement and characteristics
related to faulting ,such as zones of fault gouge composed ofsoils that resemble caliche,
or relatively thick vein-like masses ofeuhedral to subhedral calcite. The strata at some
localities were steeply inclined as the result of drag-folding or aproduct of structural
failure related to faulting. Most faults trendednorth twenty degrees east to north thirty-
five east. Stream diversion, as an result of faulting, can also be seen geomorphically on
maps inwhichmeandering wouldevolveparallel at fault junctions.
Minor changes in lithologies warranted a stratigraphic section to be done inTravis
County (Figure 2). Various members were able to be laterally traced across the area
whereas others hadto befurther defined. Thickness ofthe individualmembers inTravis
County, for themost part,remained the same with the exception ofthe Marine member
not being present as compared to the apex of the San Macros platform. Stratigraphic
sections were described lithologically by Dunham (1962) classification, and porosity
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Hays County Ground-Water Divide
Excerpt from a reportsubmitted to the
Edwards Underground Water District, December 1994
by
William G. Stein, LBG-GuytonAssociates
1101 S. Capitalof TexasHighway,SuiteB-220, Austin,Texas 78746
Abstract
The ground-watermound thatcreates the divide generally westofBudais the result ofrecharge
the Edwards aquifer receives from surface water inOnionCreek. Recharge is focused in this area
along Onion Creek because of extensive exposures of the Kirschberg evaporitemember and
numerous faults, whichare favorable for the developmentof secondary porosity andpermeability.
The BlancoRiver, located to thesouth,crossesprimarily the upperGlen Rose and thentheupper
confining units afteranarrow outcrop ofEdwards. As a result, the BlancoRiver has less recharge
potentialthanOnionCreek,eventhough the Blanco Riverhas muchhigherbase flowsthan Onion
Creek. The recharge is focused inanarealocated alongOnionCreek thathas extensiveexposures
ofKirschberg evaporitemember andnumerous faults, which are favorable for the developmentof
secondaryporosity andpermeability. The focused recharge in thishydrogeologically favorablearea
results in the mound, orhigh, in water levels that delineates the divide in the unconfined recharge
zone.
Inthe artesian part of the aquifer, the divide is less defined. The water-level high may result
solely fromground water discharging from the recharge zone to the confined section, such as a
preferred flowpath that is directed from the OnionCreekarea into the artesianpartof the aquifer.
Itcouldpossibly be modified by anunknownsubsurface geologic structure. The water-level high
in the artesian partof the aquifer between the Cities of Budaand Kyle ismodified andpossibly
magnifiedby the effectsofrelatively larger amounts of pumpage in the vicinities of the two cities
oneither sideof thehigh andthe relative lackofpumping inthe areabetweenthe two cities. Water
levels measured toward the end ofsummer 1994 in the artesianpart of the aquifer are below the
levelofSan MarcosSprings Lake. Thesedatamay suggest that,during times oflower waterlevels,
the artesianpart of the aquifergenerally northof the Blanco River may not supply water to San
Marcos Springs but instead to pumpage nearKyle andBudaand to BartonSprings. A water-level
high betweenKyle andBudathat is shownby the summer 1994 measurements indicates thatflow
during this perioddoes notmovepast San Marcos Springs to BartonSprings.
Basedon the data in this report, die ground-water divide inHays County should be located
generally between the Cities ofBudaand Kyle in the artesianpart ofthe aquifer and thenalong
OnionCreek inthe Edwardsaquiferrecharge zone. Givendie configurationof the watertable and
locationofthe high inwaterlevels over this area, waterrecharged alongOnionCreek wouldgo to
bothBartonSprings andSan Marcos Springs. Eventhough ground-waterdivides aredrawn along
water-levelhighs, the certainty of the boundary for flow tomove only inonedirectionaway from
the ground-waterhigh is unknown. This may be especially true given that the Edwardsaquifer is
akarstlimestone and flowpathsmay notalwaysfollow the apparentgradient ona contoured water-
levelmap because of the associatedcavesand fractures. Differentconditionsmay causedifferent
flowpaths within the Edwards aquifer.
Introduction
Thisexcerptis fromareport thatpresentedtheresults
from a study made by LBG-Guyton Associates with
assistance from the Edwards Underground Water District
to evaluate and better delineate the ground-water divides
that form the westernand eastern limits of the Edwards
aquifer. The followingdiscussion focuses on the eastern
divide inHays County.
Hays County islocated on the very northeasternend
of the Edwards (Balcones fault zone) aquifer in the San
Antonio region. The portion of the Edwards aquifer to
the north of the Hays County ground-water divide is
known as the Austinregionof the Edwards aquifer. The
area between these twoportions of the aquiferhas been
referred to as the Hays Countyground-water divide.
Water levels in the Edwards aquifer are affected by
the amountof water theaquifer receives fromrechargeas
a resultof precipitation,infiltrationof streamflow and the
amount of water taken from the aquifer as result of
pumping from wells andspringflow. Precipitationat San
Marcos,Texas has averaged33.79 inchesper year for the
y
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91-year periodof record through 1992 (Bader andothers,
1993).
The major sources of discharge to theaquifer in this
area are San Marcos Springs andBartonSprings, located
south and north of the study area, respectively. Annual
mean discharge from San Marcos Springs is 170 cubic
feet per second (cfs) (about 123,000 ac-ft/yr) for the
period of record, 1957 to 1993 (USGS, 1994). For
Barton Springs, the annual mean discharge is 63.4 cfs
(about46,000ac-ft/yr) for the periodof record, 1978 to
1993 (USGS, 1994).
Pumping centers exist near the Cities of Buda and
Kyle where public supply wells and ahigher density of
domestic wells are located. The public supply pumpage
for the City of Buda has increased from 43 ac-ft/yr in
1955 toover230ac-ft/yr in 1993. Additionally,Goforth
Water Supply Corporation, inclose proximity to theCity
of Buda, has a wellfield that has been producingup to
400 ac-ft/yr since the mid-1980s (BSEACD, written
communication, 1994). In Kyle, the pumpage has
increased from84 ac-ft/yr to over 582 ac-ft/yr from 1955
to 1993.
Analysis of Water-Level Data
Previous delineations of the ground-water divide in
Hays Countyappear to have varied. Hearings before the
Texas Water Commission (now TNRCC) for thecreation
of the Barton Springs/Edwards Aquifer Conservation
District (BSEACD) demonstrated that,based onprevious
work, the ground-water divide inHaysCounty appeared
to have shifted over time generally between the Citiesof
Kyle and Buda. In earlier studies, the Hays County
ground-water divide was determined frompotentiometric-
surface maps with as few as three measured water-level
control points within the area of interest. The approxi-
mate locations of the ground-water divide from previous
studies are shown in Figure 1. The dates of the water-
level measurements and the authors of the respective
reports are referenced in the figure. The shift in the
location of the divide may be caused by the lack of data
control for drawing thepotentiometric contours, because
only a few data points were used, or by different wells
beingused for water-level datapoints for different maps.
Inorder to confirm thelocationof thedivide,waterlevels
in a larger number of wells needed to be measured
"simultaneously." This was doneby reevaluating the data
collected by EUWD and TWDB in 1985, as well as
measuring waterlevels in wellsin thewinter and summer
of 1994.
Water-level datacollectedby the EUWD and TWDB
in 1985 for the delineationof the BSEACD was reevalu-
ated, and the results arepresented inFigure 2. Based on
the recent surface hydrogeologicmapping, some wellson
the westernend of the selected wellset arebelieved tobe
completedin theGlen Rose. Therefore,these wells were
not used in reevaluating and plotting the 1985 water
levels. Near averageprecipitationof33.54 inches (Bader
and others, 1993) occurred at San Marcos during 1985,
indicating that water-level conditions in this area were
also probablyunder averageconditions.
LBG-Guyton Associatesmeasured waterlevels in the
winter (January and February) and water levels in late
summer (August and September) of1994. Data are
shown on Figures 3 and 4. Prominent water-levelhighs
can be seen onboth winter and late summer 1994 water-
level maps in the vicinity of Onion Creek. The rainfall
conditions during the period before the water-level
measurements taken in late August and early September
were initially very dry, but several heavy rains occurred
a few weeks justprior to the time the measurements were
made. InAustin, the month of August was one of the
wettestAugustson record. What exactlymight happen to
the water-levelhighalongOnionCreek over extendeddry
periods is notclearly understood.
Water levels in the artesian part of the aquifer were
relatively flat in February 1994, but there was a high
between theCitiesofBudaandKyle. Other thanpossible
hydrogeologic factors, the location of this high in water
levels may be associated with relatively high pumping
centersin thevicinities ofKyle andBuda oneither sideof
the high and the relative lack of pumping in the area
between the twocities. The pumpage in the cities would
cause cones of depressionduring heavy pumping and a
correspondinghighbetween the two pumpingcenters.
The elevation of water levels throughout the study
area in early 1994 was higher than the elevation of San
Marcos Springs Lake at 575 feet above mean sea level.
However, during the second set of 1994 water-level
measurements, levels for much of the artesianpart of the
aquifer from just south of Kyle through Buda dropped
below the San Marcos Springs Lake level. The late
summer waterlevelsmay indicate that groundwaterisnot
flowing toward SanMarcos Springs during lower water-
level conditions,but supplying pumpage at Kyle,Buda
and areas toward Barton Springs instead. The elevation
ofBartonSprings, 432 feet abovemeansea level,ismuch
lower than water-levelelevations in the Buda/Kyle area.
A water-level high still remains during the summer
measurements, which indicates that ground-water flow
does notmove from San Marcos Springs toward Barton
Springs at this time.
Water levels in this artesian area are subject to
declines caused by pumping as evidencedby water levels
fluctuatingup to 40 feet inmagnitudeduringa singleday,










Buda (LR-58-58-101) (S. Vickers, oral communication,
1994). For the periodof recordprovidedby continuous
water-level recorders maintained by BSEACD and
EUWD, generally from late 1991 to the present, the
highest water levelsin these wells occurred in June 1992
and the lowest occurred inlate July toearly August 1994.
Daily water-level highs have fluctuated over 80 feet in
Well LR-58-58-101 and over 60 feet in Wells LR-58-57-
-9bi4 and LR-67-01-303 (Figure5).
Changes in waterlevels from whiter to summer 1994
in the north-northeast Hays County area are shown on
Figure 10. A lowering of water levels is shown for all
the wells except two. The two wells thatshowedrises in
water levels are believed to be associated with the effect
of local pumpage at the time of the winter water-level
measurements. The greatest declines generallyare in the
artesian section andmay be focused on theCities ofBuda
and Kyle in association with relatively higherpumpage.
The other area that experiencedlarge water-leveldeclines
between winter and summer of 1994 is along the eastend
of the recharge zone along Onion Creek.
Geologic and Hydrologic Features
The study area in Hays County is composed
predominantly of Cretaceous strataas discussedearlier in
theRegional Geology section. The GlenRose Limestone
and the Austin Chalk also form aquifers in the Hays
County area, but the Edwards limestone is the principal
aquifer of interest to thisstudy. The area also hasminor
deposits ofmore recent alluvium foundmostly within the
floodplainsof the Blanco River and smaller creeks.
The dipof the Cretaceous rocks in the study area is
between 10 and 15 feet per mile to the southeast in the
downdip direction (Arnow, 1959). This creates a
hydrogeologic setting thatpermits ground water to flow
toward the southeast, generally toward San Marcos
Springs from the area northwest of the springs. In
contrast, faults inHays County primarily trend N4o° to
50°E. The fault zones have associated fracturing that
causes locally increased porosity and permeability. Con-
duits developed as a result of this may direct flow
generally along the fault trends toward Barton Springs
from thenorth-centralHays Countyarearather than to the
southeast with the dip of therocks.
A recent series of USGS mapping projects in the
Edwards aquifer recharge zone, starting inBexar County
(Stem and Ozuna, unpub.), moving northward through
Comal County (Small and Hanson, unpub.) and Hays
County (Hanson and Small, unpub.) and currently
underway in southern Travis County, have givenamore
detailedhydrogeologic picture of the recharge zone. A
part of the mapping inHays County (Hansonand Small,
written communication, 1994) generally north of Onion
Creek to southof Blanco River is shown in Figure 7.
West of Mustang Branch Fault is the Edwards aquifer
recharge zone (Figure7), and eastof the fault the surface
geologygenerally consists of the sequence of Del Rio
Clay,BudaLimestone, EagleFordShale (upper confining
unit) and Austin Chalk, with some minor recent alluvial
deposits veneering the creek areas not beingdepictedon
themap.
Several interestinggeologicconditions canbeinferred
from this mapping. A seriesof faults withgenerally the
basal nodular member on the south side of the faults and
the leached/collapsed members on the north side of the
faults are present north of the Blanco River in the
southwest corner of quadrangle 58-57. These faults,
which have approximately 250 feet of displacement,
possibly act as barrier faults that isolate flow within the
respective blocks. South of the fault, such a small
remnant of the Edwards section remains that only the
basalnodular member and some of the dolomiticmember
crown the tops ofhills. Thus, any water rechargedover
Edwards outcrop, south of the fault,probably would not
stay in Edwards strata but have a water table near the
contactwith or even withintheupper member of theGlen
Rose Limestone.
Only a limited reach of the Blanco River is actually
on Edwards limestone. Mostof the reachof the river is
on upper Glen Rose. Downstream the river crosses
predominantly thebasal nodular member andsome of the
dolomitic member (lowerKainer Formation), and finally
two smaller fault blocks ofupper PersonFormation. The
upper confining unit (Eagle Ford Shale, Buda Limestone
and DelRio Clay)isexposedpredominantlyintheBlanco
River bedbetweenthe two fault blockareas, whereupper
Person Formation is exposed, and again further down-
stream. As a resultof the limitednumber of rivermiles
with Edwards exposure, the Blanco River has a dimin-
ishedpotential for recharging the Edwards aquifer.
Ontheother hand, OnionCreek, which is located to
thenorth of theBlanco River,has optimalhydrogeologic
conditions for recharging the aquifer even though the
quantity of base flow ismuch less than the base flow for
the BlancoRiver. North ofFMRoad 150,Onion Creek
flows over a long stretch of the exposed Kirschberg
evaporite member, which hydrostratigraphically has the
highest potential for development of secondary porosity
and the resulting increased transmissivity (Stein, 1993).
Also, toward the lower end of this stretch, OnionCreek
crosses several faults including one that trends parallel to
the creek at about N35°E. The focused recharge
of surface water undersaturated with respect to calcium
carbonate withinOnionCreek wouldaccelerate dissolving








extensive secondary porosity. This enhanced recharge
potential alongOnion Creek appears tocause theground-
waterhigh that delineates the ground-water divide in the
Edwards aquifer recharge zone inHays County.
The BSEACD isplanning to conduct adye tracer test
inAntiochCavelocated in the streambedof Onion Creek
about 1.6 miles upstream of FM Road 967 near Buda.
Hopefully, this dye trace study will more accurately
determine specific fiowpaths in this part of the Edwards
aquifer.
Fairly constant inflow from upstream into a small
reservoir located at thenorth end of this stretch of Onion
Creek within the Edwards outcrop provides a source of
relatively continuous recharge to the Edwards aquifer.
Discharge records are available for Onion Creek near
Driftwood and downstream of the Edwards aquifer re-
charge zone near the City of Buda. The difference
between the two gages indicates the potential recharge to
the aquifer. On occasion, rainfall and runoff occur
between the gages resulting in discharges at Buda being
higher than discharges at Driftwood, which results in a
negativenumber for thepotentialrecharge. Additionally,
some of the negative values in the upstream minus
downstream are associated with storm runoff pulses
arriving at the downstream gage the day after the pulse
passes theupper gage.
For comparison, the difference between theupstream
gaging station on the Blanco River near Wimberley,
Texas and the downstream gaging station near Kyle,
Texas suggests that only minor recharge occurred within
that reach. The major negative discharge differences on
the Blanco River probably are associated with the time-
delay ofrunoff,as mentionedabove for OnionCreek, and
not from recharge. This supports the geologic obser-
vations that much of the Blanco River exhibits limited
recharge potential.
Large water-level declines occurred between winter
and summer 1994 (Figure 6) along the east end of the
recharge zone along Onion Creek. The aquifer is con-
finedin someof thisarea whereoutcropsof DelRioClay
occur, but the aquifer is generally under water-table
conditions with the water level beingbelow the contact
between the Edwards limestone and the Del Rio Clay.
The areas along Onion Creek probably have the best
enhanced secondaryporosity as compared to areas further
away from the creek. As a result, this area along the
creek has thehighestrelativepermeability andis capable
of transmitting water away the quickest. The large fluc-
tuations in water level in this area may result from this.
The continuous recharge source located upstreamalong
Onion Creek cannot supply as much water to thisarea as
can be transmitted away during drier times. Another
possiblereason for the drop in water level in this area is
that a cone of depression associated with pumpage near
the City ofBuda may spread up into this more transmis-
sive area along Onion Creek firstbefore moving into the
surrounding tighter limestone.
In the updip limits of the recharge zone, the
hydrostratigraphy plays a very important role incontrol-
ling the depth of the water levels. According to well
owners and areview of available data, the waterlevels in
many wells located near the updip limit of the recharge
zone woulddrop to aparticular levelduringdry times and
then stop declining. By comparing the recent hydrogeo-
logicmapping andknown thicknessofaquifer units to the
depthof the well,many of the wells in the westernpart
of the recharge zone inHays County appear to bottomin
or below the basal nodular member; that is, near the
contact between the Edwards limestone and the upper
member of the Glen Rose Limestone. In the recharge
zone, the basal nodular member often exhibits large
secondary porosity development and numerous caves,
whichmaybe associatedwithdissolutionoccurring above
the perching of the underlying upper Glen Rose Lime-
stone (Stein, 1993). In this area of the recharge zone
where the Person Formation has been stripped off, the
basal nodular member may be the most reliable and
ultimate water-producing unit because of the perching
effects of the less transmissive underlying upper Glen
Rose Limestone. During lower water-level conditions,
thedepth and location of the basalnodular member from
land surface may dictate the water levels in the recharge
zone.
The ground-waterdividein theconfinedsectionof the
aquifer couldbe controlledby the structuralsettingor the
hydrologic setting. The water-level high in the artesian
section may result because of a preferredpathway from
themoundingofground waterbeneathOnionCreekinthe
recharge zone into the artesian part of the aquifer.
Another possibility is that, based on topography, a
structural high exists between the Cities of Kyle and
Buda.
Austin Chalk is on the surface over much of the
artesian part of the aquifer in this area, which is located
generally near IH 35 between the Cities of Kyle and
Buda. Available electric logs show the Edwards aquifer
isabout 340 to410 feet below thelandsurface in thispart
of the study area. However, not enough electric logs
from wells drilledbetween the Cities of Kyle and Buda
were available to develop a complete detailed geologic
picture of the Edwards aquifer in the subsurface. A
topographically high ridge between Loop 4 and IH 35,
south of the City of Buda, is close to the location of the
ground-water divide and may reflect some subsurface
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Groundwater Usage From The Barton Springs Segment Of The Edwards Aquifer
by
Robert B. Botto, Barton Springs/Edwards Aquifer ConservationDistrict
Donald G.Rauschuber, Donald G.Rauschuber & Associates,Inc.
This papercharacterizes water use and demandin theBarton Springs segment of
theEdwards aquifer. TheBartonSprings/Edwards Aquifer Conservation District (District)
is charged by the StateofTexas with thepreservation,conservation,andprotection of the
BartonSprings segmentof theEdwards aquifer and other groundwater located within its
jurisdictional boundaries. To help meet these goals the District monitors permitted
groundwateruseandmajor springdischarges.
Permits are issued for public water supply, industrial,irrigation,andcommercial
wells. Permits also authorize the withdrawalof specific amounts of groundwater, and
require permittees to submit monthly pumpage reports (Rules andBylaws, 1993). The
following wells donotrequire apermit,and subsequently donot submit monthly pumpage
reports: 1) wells incapable ofproducing more than10,000 gallons per day; 2) wellsused
to satisfy the domestic needsof fiveor fewerhouseholds;3)agricultural wellsusedfornon
commercial livestock andpoultry operations, inconnection with afarming, ranching, or
dairy operation.
Public water supply wells use the majority of permitted groundwater withdrawn
from theBartonSprings segment oftheEdwards aquifer. They accounted for 82% of the
permitted use in 1994. The remainder is withdrawn by industrial, commercial, and
irrigationwells. Table 1describes the typeofpermitted use,numberofusers, volume,and
percentuse. Thedistributionof permitted wells or well systems (pumpage greater than
zero)along with their relativegroundwater use in1994isillustratedonFigure1.
Non-permitted domestic wells were estimated in 1988 to number approximately
1475 (Brandes, 1988). From 1988 through August 1994, another 85 non-permitted
domestic wells were drilled. Percapita consumption for individuals usingdomestic wells
inour segment of theEdwards aquifer is estimated at 170gallons/person/day. Using this
figure,combined with thenumberofnon-permitteddomestic wells (1560),yields a totalof
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TABLE 1 - Permitted Water UseTABLE 1 Permitted Water Use
c of Use Number Volume PercentPublic Water Supply 43 917,509,833 82%Irrigation 9 65,865,309 6%Industry 8 104,340,335 9%Commercial 22 30,944,810 3%Total 118,660,287 100%
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FIGURE 1
1994 Permitted Pumpage Distribution
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approximately 339,000,000million gallons withdrawnby non-permitteddomestic wells in
1994.
Combined use from permitted and non-permitted domestic wells totaled
approximately 1,457,660,287 gallons. Agricultural withdrawals are not reported to the
District; however, estimated use ranges from 13,000,000 to 16,000,000 gallons
(BS/EACD, 1990). In 1994,non-permitted domestic wells accounted for approximately
23%,agricultural wellsaccounted forapproximately 3%,andpermitted wellsaccounted for
approximately 74%of thetotal waterwithdrawn fromthe aquifer.
On June 25,Barton Springs discharge reachedits lowestpoint in 1994,16.5 cfs,
and remained at thislevel forseveraldays. Low-flow conditions were aresponse to below
average rainfall. Under these low-flow conditions,groundwaterwithdrawals from wells
usedfornon-agriculturalpurposes mayaccount for at least74%of thetotaldaily discharge
from theaquifer. Adjustments for increased summer demand could significantly increase
the total daily discharge percentage from wells used for non-agricultural purposes.
Groundwater demand from wells contributes significantly to total discharge from the
BartonSpringssegment of theEdwardsaquifer. Its relative importance to thegroundwater
balanceisvariable, but is especially important during prolonged periods withlittle orno
rainfall.
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Localization of Sediment and Trace Metals along a Karst
Conduit Flow Route in the Barton Springs Segment of the
Edwards Aquifer
by
NicoM.Hauwert,Barton Springs/Edwards Aquifer Conservation District
The results presented in thispaper are based on hydrogeologic datacollectedby
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) during the 1980's, hydrogeologic datacollectedby the
Barton Springs/Edwards Aquifer Conservation District (BS/EACD)in the early 19905,
andpreliminary geologic datacompiledas acooperativemappingeffortbetween theUSGS
andBS/EACD. Bothof theBS/EACD studies were funded inpartby the Texas Water
Development Board(TWDB). TheEdwards UndergroundWaterDistrictand theTWDB
graciously supplied geophysical logs that were utilized in the geological interpretation.
Much of this paper is taken from a report by the Barton Springs/Edwards Aquifer
Conservation District entitled TheBarton Springs/Edwards Aquifer: Hydrogeology and
Geologic Influences on Development of Groundwater Flow Conduits
Two factors, the vertical distributionofsoluble rock layersandlateraldistribution
ofgeologic structure,seem to be key in the formationofsolution cavities andcaves that
distinguish the Edwards as a karst aquifer. The Edwards aquifer consists of several
members whichare basedon stratigraphy andpermeability (Rose(1972),andMaclayand
Small (1984)). The hydrostratigraphic units of the Edwards Group and adjacent
formations in theBarton Springs Segmentare shown inFigure 1. InTravisCounty, the
Edwards Group thins significantly toward the Colorado River as a result oferosion or
nondeposition oftheMarine andLeachedMembersbelowtheGeorgetownFormation. In
theAustinarea,caveare commonly well-developedin theLeached,Collapsed,Grainstone,
andKirschbergMembers(Russell, 1987). TheGeorgetown,Regional DenseMember,the
Walnut Formation,and the upper 200 feet of the Glen Rose generally do not promote
extensive horizontal cavernous development TheBasal Nodular Member can be a
relatively permeable member in the San Antonio area, but grades into a less permeable
Walnut Formation in the Austin area (John Hanson, personal communication, 1995).
Vertical pits have been observed in Austin-area caves that breach the Georgetown





Solution-cavity development appears tobe localized along geologic structures,such
as faultsand fractureswithin theBarton Springs segment Water-level datacollectedbythe
USGS shows that drawdown associated with the draining of the Barton Springs pool
extends at least threemiles along thedirectionof faulting. Thisdeclineis only visible
during low-flow conditions whenhydraulic gradient is less steep(RaymondSlade, 1993,
USGS,personalcommunication). Nodrawdown wasobserved inan observationwell 0.6
miles from thepool, inadirectionperpendicular to faulting. Water-level measurements
collectedby theBartonSprings/Edwards Aquifer ConservationDistrictshow atrough in
thepotentiometric surface thatparallels faulting inthe area (Figures2and 3). Studies by
Thraiikill (1985) andQuinlan (1990) inKentucky indicate that preferred conduit flow
routes tend to show potentiometric troughs, analogous tocombinations of minor surface
drainages intoa surface stream. This trough in the water tableparallels faults that trend
towardBarton Springs. This suspected flow route,called the "Sunset Valley flow route,"
subparallels aprevious abandoned subsurface flowroute,Airman's Cave. Figure4 shows
a geologic cross sectionacross the Sunset Valley flowroute,based on geophysical logs
andsurface mapping. Thegroundwater flow systemis expected tobean integrated, water-
saturated cave network developed within theKirschbergMember that roughly parallels
localfaults. Groundwater tracing isneededtoverify and further characterize thispossible
flow route toBartonSprings.
Airman's Cave is a good model to observe how conduits formed to create a
subsurface flow system (seeFigure3). The two-milesofmappedpassages arerestricted to
theLeached andCollapsedMembersoftheEdwardsGroup. The caveparallels atleast two
faults, and its passage segments strongly follow joints. The cave is normally dry now
although in 1991 through 1992 during high aquifer-level conditions, the cave was
reenactedas anactive flowsystem,dischargingabout two cubic feet per second toBarton
Creek.
Localization of Sediment and Trace Metals Along the Sunset Valley Flow
Route
During the courseof afour-year water quality study, theBartonSprings/Edwards
AquiferDistrict documentedanomalous occurrences ofsediment intheaquifer as wellas
someof the consequencesofsediment contamination. Amethodology wasdeveloped to









sedimentation inthe aquifer was gaugedusing:
a)reportsofencounters with sedimentby drillers,welloperators,owners, andservice
persons, USGS staff, and theBartonSpringpoolmanager.
b) fieldmeasurement ofturbidity usinganHoribaU-10.
c)laboratorymeasurement of totalsuspended solids.
d)measurement inthechanges inthe depth ofa wellover time.
As one would expect, the sediment contaminationappeared to be limited to the
recharge zone where overlying protectiveclays are absent Basedon reportsofsediment
accumulations andsamples from more than40observation wellsand springs across the
Barton Springs Segment,it wasapparent that anomalous levelsofsediment were localized
inthe SunsetValley andBartonCreek areaalong the suspectedSunsetValley flow route to
BartonSprings (Figure 5).
Because of its karstic nature, the Barton Springs Edwards Aquifer allows
accumulation and transport of sediment, unlike diffuse-flow aquifers. Note that for
sediment transport inan aquifer requires:
1)minimalcavity size (conduit flow) fromsource area todepositionarea.
2)sufficientgroundwater velocity fromsourcearea todeposition area.
3) source area producing significant volumes of sediment The identification of
specific sourceareas were out of scopeof this study. However wecanexamine
some potentialsources:
a) terra rosa-weathered soils and dissolution of original rock leaving
recrystallized mineral enriched in trace minerals deposited incaves. The
characteristic red color may be resulting from enrichment of less soluble
minerals suchasiron. Thesedimentrecovered from wellsin the areahave
generally been creme-colored, rather than red, however. The volume of





b) fine-grained gouge causedby grinding actionalong faults. The volume of
sediment produced along fault surfacescan beexpected to belimited and
therefore is not a likely source for the sediment observed in the Sunset
Valleyarea.
c) Sediment from recent grounddisturbance. This source is themost likely
based oncreme-colored appearanceofsediment found in wells andsprings,
and the timing of sediment observations in aquifer with periods of local
construction.
The timing of sediment observations coincides with periods of times of heavy
construction in the area inearly 1980's and early 1990fs. Turbidity has been observed
since theearly 1980's inBarton Springs pool immediately following majorrain events.
Sediment flows from theaquifer intoBarton Springspool dramatically increased during the
early 1990'sinbothoccurrence and duration. Higher in the recharge zone of theBarton
Springs Segment, the well bores of wells 58-50-2N82, 58-50-2N83, 58-50-221, 58-50-
-222, and USGS monitor well58-50-217 have eachbeen filledwith70 toover 150feet of
sediment
Amunicipal well in Sunset Valley, 58-50-223, began accumulating sediment in
each of its two 44,000 gallon water-storage tanks in 1990. Thisaccumulation greatly
increased in 1993, when1 to 1.5 ft ofsediment were encounteredin two storage tanks
from January to July, 1993. In July 1993 the well pump seized. During this time
significant increaseindeposition ofsediment could beobservedinAustinarea creeksand
discharging fromBarton SpringspooL Microscopic andminerologic analysis ofsome of
the sedimentsamples isbeing conductedby theUniversity ofTexas to furthercharacterize
the source.
There are localsources that could account for the anomaloussediment observed
along the Sunset Valley flowroute. Large amounts ofurbanrunoffhavebeendirected to
rechargingcreeksupgradient ofthesouthwest Austinstudy area,particularlyGamesCreek
whichparallelsHighway 290. A turbiditysurvey conducted by Cityof Austinstaffalong
Games Creekshowed levelsofsuspended solids ofabout a thousand milligramsper liter
(mg/1) entering Games Creek below Mopac Boulevard,compared to three mg/1flowing
along Barton Creek, upstream ofGames Creek (Johns, 1991). A sinkhole on Barton
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Creek below Mopac,and other nearby recharge features appears capable of recharging
about 10cubic feet per second during moderate flow conditions, based on USGS creek
surveys (Baker,and others, 1986)andunpublished flowmeasurements takenby DGR and
Associates and BS/EACD staff in 1995. After rain events during low aquifer-flow
conditions,theentireflow ofGames Creek that reachesBartonCreekcanbeobserved to
flowin theupstream directionofBartonCreek intosinknear Mopac. Thissinkmay be a
"window" for local sediment to enter the subsurface near the Sunset Valley flow route.
Similar rechargepoints havebeenobservedonWilliamsonCreek near theextensionof the
SunsetValley flow route thatcouldaccount for someof the sedimentencounteredinSunset
Valley.
As part of theaquifer-wide water-quality 'sampling, the parameters of total and
dissolved tracemetals were tested. Arsenic wasmeasured consistently below detection
limit (<O.OOl mg/1) inrural areas, but could be measured in surface and groundwaters
adjacent to urban areas. Some of the higher levels of arsenic were localized near the
Sunset Valley flow route(Figure 6). Previous studieshave associated elevated levels of
arsenic withurbanandroadwayrunoff (Veenhuis andSlade,1990;Wanielista, andothers,
1980). The water-quality results presentedhere are generally based on a single sample
from each wellor spring. Additional sampling is needed to measure the variation in
dissolved and totalmetal concentrations over the durationof rainevents and different
seasons.
What stepscanbe taken to reducesediment and trace metalloads to the aquifer?
Theamount ofconstructionactivity inthisareacanbe expected toincreaseover thenext
fewyears. Basedon ourcurrent and forseeable technology, itdoes notappearpossible to
build over a karst aquifer without impacting the groundwater quality. The amount of
construction activity isbased onchoicesofindividuals toliveon andutilizefacilities over
the recharge zone. Diligentmaintenance oftemporarycontrolsandwater-qualitypondson
construction sites can reduce the amount of sediment leaving construction sites and
potentially recharging intotheaquifer. Releasesofsediment fromconstruction sitesshould
be reported to the contractor and the TNRCC Region 11 Field Office (463-7803).
Currently, theTexasDepartment ofTransportation (TxDOT) is constructing anumberof
filtrationponds nearLoop360 andBartonCreek and threemajoroutfalls alongHighway
290andGamesCreek. Once installed, these ponds willrequiremonitoring,maintenance,
andpossibly somedegree ofmodificationby TxDOT to beeffective in filtering not only
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Balcones Fault Zone And Colorado River
--
Dual Controls On The Edwards Aquifer Near Austin, Texas
CM. Woodruff, Jr.





With an outstanding economy of words, a single sentence has been employed by Flawn
(1990 p. 228) to characterize the key geologic attributes of Austin,Texas. An examination of
the subunits of the Edwards Aquifer in the Austin area emphasizes the truth of this statement,
as the structural geometry, physiographic setting, and groundwater regimes are dramatically
different across the main fault line and on the two sides of the Colorado River. A geologic map
of the Austin area (fig. 1) clearly documents the abrupt changes in outcrop geometry of the
Edwards Limestone north and south of the Colorado River and east and west of the Mount
Bonnell Fault (Garner and Young, 1976). North of the Colorado River, the most areally
extensive outcrop of Edwards Limestone lies immediately west of the main fault line. There,
this resistant limestone unit caps the Jollyville Plateau and forms a disjunct easternoutlier of
the once more continuous Edwards Plateau. This plateau outlier is held up by less than 100 ft
of the basal Edwards Limestone. South of the Colorado River, in contrast, the contiguous
outcrop of Edwards Limestone occurs east of the Mount Bonnell Fault. There, virtually a
complete section of Edwards Limestone is downfaulted against the Glen Rose Limestone on
the west side of the fault line. Edwards exposures west of the fault line are limited to isolated
hilltops and local ridges, and consist of the bottom twenty ft or so of the 350-ft-thick Edwards
section.
North of the Colorado River,beneath the Jollyville Plateau,groundwater occurs in
shallow and locally discontinuous horizons under water table conditions. Discharge of
groundwater occurs in a distributive manner. That is, water flows out the edges of the relict
table land, with spring flow occurring most abundantly where streams breach the edges of the
dissected plateau. Elsewhere,ephemeral seeps discharge during wet periods. For much of the
Jollyville Plateau terrain, the aquifer host rock is thin, consisting only of the basal few tens or
scores of feet, and volumes of water stored and transmitted are perforce limited. Wells
drawing on this shallow aquifer are few and are typically shallow and are capable of only low
yields. Little concentration of surface flow results in diffuse recharge with the bulk of incident
rainfall being cycled back to the atmosphere through the processes of evapotranspiration.
Although the limestone host rock progressively thins to the north, in areas east of the main
fault line, the Edwards Aquifer becomes thicker than that seen along the edges of the Jollyville
Plateau. Given a greater saturated thickness and several streams providing loci of concentrated
recharge, the aquifer is a more prolific water producer farther north providing potable supplies
for the towns of Pflugerville, Round Rock, and Georgetown and numerous farms and ranges in
the area. Locally important springs occur along the main fault line from Georgetown north to
Salado and beyond (Yelderman, 1987).
Originally publishedin:Johns,David A. and CM. Woodruff, Jr.,1994, EdwardsAquifer — waterquality and
land development in the Austin Area, Texas: Field Trip Guidebook, Gulf Coast Associationof Geological Societies,
44th Annual Convention, p.1-9.
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Figure 1.Simplified geologic map of the Austin area showing Edwards Limestone
outcrop areas north and south of Colorado River and east and west of the Mount
Bonnell Fault (modified from Garner and Young, 1976).
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South of the Colorado River, and west of the Mount Bonnell Fault, the entire Edwards
section has been removed by erosion across most of this area. There, the "stair-step hills"
typical of the Central Texas Hill Country is underlain chiefly by Glen Rose Limestone, and this
landscape composes the contributing zone upstream from the main recharge areas of the
Barton Springs segment of the aquifer. In this contributing area, little or no hydrologic
communication of groundwater occurs across the main fault line. Instead, stream flow is
channeled to the six major creeks that drain the contributing landscape and convey surface
water across the main fault line. There,on the recharge zone, approximately 85 percent of
total recharge to the Barton Creek segment of the aquifer occurs within the channels of Onion,
Barton, Slaughter, Bear, Little Bear, and Williamson Creeks (Slade and others, 1976). Recharge
occurs into the thick,nearly continuous section of karstic limestone, and as the groundwater
moves downdip to the east, it becomes confined beneath overlying low-permeability strata and
moves under artesian pressure to the northeast to Barton Springs, which is virtually the only
natural discharge point for this segment of the aquifer. Thus, in contrast to the distributive,
shallow, low-yield aquifer seen on the Jollyville Plateau, the Barton Springs segment of the
aquifer is a prolific integrated system channeled to a single natural discharge point.
Explained in context of Flawn's two major geologic controls, the Balcones Fault Zone
juxtaposes the entire thickness of the Edwards Limestone against less permeable strata on
both the west and the east. Faults and associated fractures also provide initial conduits for
groundwater flow, and many of these porous zones became enlarged by dissolution with
ongoing positive-feedback as discussed by Abbott (1975), such that initial concentration of
groundwater flow enlarged conduits, allowing more water to flow within these conduits,
which in turn, resulted in yet further localized dissolution. Overall southwest-to-northeast
groundwater flow within the artesian zone moves along the general trend of major faults of the
Balcones fault system.The primary natural discharge point, Barton Springs, is situated where
it is because of the base level provided by the Colorado River. The artesian flow drains to this
topographic low point just as do surface streams.
REGIONAL CONTEXT/REGIONAL CONTROLS
Viewed in a regional context, the subsections of the Edwards Aquifer noted north and
south of the Colorado in the Austin area are merely two subset hydrologic segments of a vast
karst limestone system-that collectively make up the many disjunct parts of the Edwards
Aquifer (fig. 2). Each subset is denoted by a catchment area in which recharge is received and
transmitted to one or more natural discharge points. The most prolific segment occurs along
the Balcones Escarpment from Hays County west to Kinney County and supplies water for the
City of San Antonio, the largest city in the United States to be supplied solely by groundwater
(although recent court challenges suggest that San Antonio may have to augmentits use of
groundwater with some surface supplies [McKinney, D.C., and Watkins, 1993]).This main
(San Antonio) segment is larger and more complex, but in general, it functions similar to the
Barton Springs segment: The Balcones Fault Zone localizes the aquifer recharge zone, provides
a general southwest-to-northeast porosity and aquifer boundary system along faults, and
spring sites are localized at topographically low points along major streams where they cross
the Balcones Escarpment (Woodruff and Abbott, 1979, 1986). Similar controls are provided by
Balcones faulting and the modern drainage network for the Del Rio/San Felipe Springs
segment, which lies along the western part of the Balcones Fault Zone (the aquifer extends
into Mexico, but it is not well documented beyond the Rio Grande). Likewise, similar controls
occur north of the Barton Springs segment within the northern Balcones segment, which
extends from the Colorado River north to the Salado vicinity (although an outlier of the
Edwards Plateau, the Jollyville Plateau is considered a sub-segment of a more-inclusive
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"Northern Edwards Aquifer").Farther north still, in extensive areas of north-central Texas,
studies by Yelderman (1987) document yet other areas in which groundwater is obtained from
the Edwards Limestone and hydrologically associated members of the Georgetown Limestone
within the Washita Prairie physiographic region. North and west of the main water-yielding
segments along the Balcones Escarpment is the vast Edwards Plateau, which is in hydrologic
communication with the underlying Trinity Group aquifer, and thus is considered by Texas
water agencies as the "Edwards-Trinity aquifer" (Texas Water Development Board, 1991).
This unconfined aquifer system is controlled by the topography of the Edwards Plateau, whose
margin is sculpted by streams cutting"into the plateau edges.
As stated at the outset, the two major controlling factors on the geology (hence, on
groundwater) in the Austin area are the Balcones fault system and the Colorado River. The
dual influences of Balcones fault geometry,and surface drainage evolution on
recharge/discharge geometry has been noted by Woodruff and Abbott (1979) within the San
Antonio segment of the Edwards Aquifer; similar controls have been noted for the Barton
Springs segment, as well (Woodruff, 1984; Woodruff and Abbott, 1986). Stream piracy along
the Balcones Escarpment diverted major streams, thereby providing concentrated surface flow,
which resulted in deep valley incision within the downfaulted Edwards Limestone. This incision
also provided the topographically low points that acted as "drains" for pent-up groundwater; in
this way, major spring sites were established where streams cross major faults.
Drainage-basin evolution has also affected the hydrologic attributes of the Jollyville
Plateau and of the contiguous Edwards Plateau. The implications of the Jollyville Plateau as an
outlying remnant of the Edwards Plateau have been presented by Woodruff (1985, 1987,
1990). A brief review of regional drainage evolution as it has influenced the plateau uplands of
Central Texas is presented here.
In the vicinity of the Balcones Escarpment, the Colorado River system appears to be
enlarging its drainage basin at the expense of the Brazos watershed. There, the Colorado River
exhibits a constricted watershed,and the main stem of the river lies as little as 5.5 straight-
line miles from the Brazos/Colorado divide at the margin of the Bull Creek basin. The upper
reaches of Bull Creek were once almost certainly part of the Brazos watershed, but the creek
was captured by high-gradient streams flowing to the nearby base level provided by the
Colorado River. In contrast, the main trunk stream of the Brazos River crosses the Balcones
Fault Zone approximately 100 straight-line miles to the north, so that streams within this part
of the Brazos watershed typically exhibit low stream gradients. Thus, given its location along a
major divide, the Jollyville Plateau ismaintained as an upland remnant and an unconfined
shallow karst aquifer. With much of its bedrock section draining to springs around the edge of
the Bull Creek watershed,this outlying water-table aquifer segment has been drained of most
of its saturated thickness, and as a result,vadose-zone caves are abundant and extensive.
Because of these widespread caves, the Jollyville plateau contains prime habitat for air-
breathing troglobytic arthropods, 5 of which are currently listed as Endangered Species by the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Survey (U.S. Government Printing Office, 1988).
In a broader (state-wide) context, all but one of the main tributaries of Colorado River
west of the Balcones Escarpment flow from west to east, thereby entering the river from the
south (fig. 3). Thus, the Concho River system, as well as the San Saba, Llano,and Pedemales
Rivers,alldrain the southwestern part of the upper Colorado River basin. The headwaters of
these streams are all fed by the Edwards-Trinity aquifer from the margins of the Edwards
Plateau: erosion by these headwaters (as well as subsurface sapping of the plateau by
groundwater) mark the edge of the physiographic plateau. The overall geometry of drainage
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Figure 2. Region-wide map showing major groundwater-bearing segments of the
Edwards Limestone (from Woodruff and Abbott, 1986).
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nets west of the Balcones Escarpment suggests that,over the long term, the Colorado River is
expanding its watershed at the expense of the southern part of the Brazos watershed. Thus,
the Jollyville Plateau is not only a relict upland, but in the long-term of geologic time, it is
being dissected relatively quickly, owing to the progressive encroachment of the Colorado
watershed at the expense of the Brazos. The occurrence of the Jollyville Plateau as a relict
upland is a local example of long-term regional landscape evolution, which involves possible
structural control of drainage-basin evolution, dissection of a resistant limestone caprock, and
chemical sapping of plateau uplands through dissolution by groundwater.
In summary, the Jollyville Plateau is being aggressively dissected on its southern edge,
and it is likely being sapped by groundwater dissolution from within,and in fact, there is evi-
dence for ongoing stream piracy via underground diversions of water within karst features
connecting Buttercup Creek (within the Brazos watershed) with the Bull Creek system (Russell
1993). Similar processes are occurring elsewhere along the Brazos/Colorado divide-Post Oak
Ridge north of Lake Travis, for example. In this way,aquifer attributes are less important for
sustaining human demands for groundwater, but are more important for sustaining localized
ecological niches--for example, maintaining inputs of moisture and nutrients to the vadose-
zone cave habitats,and the mesic seep/spring habitats at the dissected margins of these
outlying tablelands.
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Figure 3. Statewide view of generalized Colorado River drainage network and major
tributaries showing west-to-east extensionof sub-basin network compared to Brazos
watershed and main stem of the Brazos.
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Morphometricneotectonic analysisofreliefenergyand remotesensing oflineaments were
applied to the drainage area of Barton Springs in the Edwards Aquifer, Texas. Themethodof
reliefenergy was implementedusing aninhouseapplication, whileSpyglass Transform andImage
software packages were used for the processing ofUSGS digital terrain models (DEM) of 7.5
minute topographic base maps.Inaddition to thegeologically wellknown andpreviouslymapped
faults of the SW-NE strike (the NWIBalcones Fault Zone), the analysis uncovered probable
neotectonically active zones with SE- strike, i.e.perpendicular to theBalconesFaults.Lineament
analysis performedon theLandsat MSSimagesconfirmed thepresence ofbothsystems,as wellas
of one witha SSE-NNW strike.Landsat images were digitally processed,enhanced and filtered
using AdobePhotoshop.Neotectonically active zones are aprimary candidate for thepreferential
groundwater flow paths inkarstaquifers. Inaddition,definitionofrelativelydown throwntectonic
blocks provides a foundation for the delineation of local erosion bases within lithologic units;
lower blocksareassumed tobesubreservokscollecting groundwater from thehigherblocks.
INTRODUCTION
TheEdwards Aquifer ofcentral Texas isamong the most famous ofkarst aquifers in the
UnitedStates, both for its abundant groundwater, and for the environmental and legalproblems
associated with groundwater exploitation. The lack of an accepted management plan for the
Edwards Aquifer, asteady increase inregional groundwaterpumpage,and alawsuitby the Sierra
Club against several federalagencies,have led to theintroduction oftheEdwardsAquiferbill.The
bill includes provisions that will protect endangered species, facilitate the gathering ofdata on
water use, adjudicate water rights, encourage limited water marketing and promote the
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development ofsurface water inthe SanAntonioarea (TWRI, 1993).However, the intenseusage
of the aquifer's resources has not been followed by proper research efforts towards their
quantification. Karst aquifers are well-known for their unique within-rock void distribution: one
can find porosity of homogeneous rock blocks (matrix porosity), porosity of small-to- large
fissures,porosityof large dissolutionalcavities (karst caverns,channelsand tubes) and, finally,
porosityofclastic deposits inallthe abovementioned discontinuities.Thismixedporosityofkarst
aquifers makes quantification of exploitable groundwater reserves, as wellas the prediction of
pollution transport,more difficult as compared to other porous media.Groundwater modeling
approaches thatsimulate karstaquifers ashomogeneous porous continuaare nothydrodynamically
justified.Agood example is thegroundwater flowmodelofBartonSprings drainage areaby Slade
etal.(1985). Heterogeneity ofkarst aquifers, andalmostalways existingpreferential flow paths,
shouldbe incorporatedineverymodeling effort
Hydrogeologic investigations of theEdwards Aquifer inthe Austinregion suggest tectonic
control ofpreferential groundwater flowpaths (SengerandKreitler, 1984,Senger etAL, 1990).
Thiscontrol is attributed to a systemof large faults,known as theBalcones Fault Zone, witha
southwest-northeastorientation. Thesystem is shownon the Geologic Map ofthe Austin Area,
scale1:62,500 (Garner et aL,1976) and the AustinSheet geological map, scale 1:250,000,of the
Geologic AtlasofTexas (Proctoretat,1981).However,none ofthe workssuggests the presence




The analysisofneotectonic activity, Le.recent tectonic movements,plays animportant role
indelineating zonesofrockmass thatare disintegrating due to faulting and fissuring.Inthe case of
karstaquifers thisalsomeansdelineationof the zonesofhigherporosityanddevelopedas aresult
of the enhanced dissolution ofmechanically weakened rock. These zones are thus a primary
candidate for groundwater flow whichis often difficult to define inkarst aquifers. Inaddition,
definitionofrelativelydown throwngeologic blocks provides a foundation for the delineationof
local erosion bases within lithological units: lower blocks are assumed to be sub reservoirs
collecting overflowing groundwater from the higher blocks.Thisisalso the conceptof so-called
cell models of ground water flow in karst terranes (Kresic, 1991). Definition of preferential
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groundwater flow paths and subreservoiresshouldbeessential
for the designofnumericalmodels ofkarst aquifers.
Relief Energy
Relief energy isdefined as the potential energy, of the earth's surface at a given point
(E=MGH). At this point the relief represents a spatial position of a rock mass whichhas its
potentialenergy. Ifthe surface area underconsideration issmallenough ("unit area11),the rock
mass withinitmay beassumed tohave constant value.Thegravityacceleration withintheunitarea
may also be consideredas constant Therefore thereliefenergy withintheunit area is defined only
byitsheight or,more precisely,by theheight differencebetweenthehighest andlowest points.
Ona localscale the reliefenergy is influencedby the lithology andactionofexogenous
geomorphologic factors, mainly surface ("running") water. Systematic measurements and
statistical290 analysis of the reliefenergy may locate areas ofitshighest andlowest values,i.e.
areasofincreased erosionandareasofincreaseddeposition respectively.
On aregionalscale increased erosion anddeposition reflect thepresence ofrecent tectonic
activityRegional analysis ofreliefenergymay indicate theposition ofneotectonic structures and
vertical direction andrelativeintensityofmovements, thusproviding important information for
various earth-relatedstudies (Markovic, 1983;Kresic andTasic, 1984).
Thebase for themorphometric analysis ofreliefenergy in theBartonSprings area wasa
digitalelevationmodel createdbymergingnineUSGSDEM7.5minutequadrangles. Theoriginal
data, with3- second resolution,were converted to theUTMcoordinate system withMacGridzo
andresampled to a50x50mgridusing SpyglassTransform (Figure 1).Anin-house application,
REN,was thenused for thecalculations ofreliefenergy anditsfirst two trendswith thefollowing
procedure:
1)Determine elevationdifferencebetweenthehighest andthelowestreliefpoint withina
500x500munit area whichconsists of100data points. Assuming that therockmass
isconstant,theobtained valuecorresponds to thepotentialenergy ofthereliefsurface
represented by theunitarea;
2)Determine thereference surfacefor thestudyarea byaveraging allreliefenergypoints;
Subtract individualvalues of thereliefenergy fromthereference surface.Positivevalues
representareas thatarerelatively uplifting, whilenegative values representdown
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Figure 1.Digital elevation model of the study area (1-Barton Springs).
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dropping;
3)Findfirst and secondtrends ofthe new (relative) reliefenergy surface,applying asimple
one-pass lineardigital filter inSpyglassTransform.Theprocedureremoves theinfluence
oflocalactiveexogenous processes ("noise")on therelief andenhancestheresults of
recent regionalendogenous (tectonic) movements-uplifting and downdropping.
Figure 2shows thesecond trend ofreliefenergyfor thestudy area (verticalscaleisinfeet).
Figures A throughDare theresult ofa gradually decreasing contrasting of the digital domains
using Image. Image is apublic-domain software package developed at theNationalInstituteof
Health. Although initiallydesigned for theanalysesofmicrophotographs,it hasbeen successfully
used for variousqualitativeandquantitative analyses of remote sensing digitalimages (Morganan
et aL, 1992). The contrasting, process with Image allows a fine analysis of the relief energy
differences that may be less obvious on the Spyglass Transform images. It is practically
irreplaceable when the analysis is performed using the gray scale only (or black-and-white
monitors) sinceneotectonically active zones withthehighestinitialcontrasts may belessdistinctor
even"lost" as thecontrasting decreases. Two such zones areshownon figures 2Aand 2B forthe
illustration.Dark/black areas inFigures 2are neotectonicblocks thatare relativelyuplifting. The
most distinctblock is in thenorthwestandcontainsincisedmeanders of the ColoradoRiver. It
shouldbenoted thatthe highest relief inthestudy area is initswesternpart(seeFigure 1)andthat
itdoes notcoincide withthehighest reliefenergy.
Thenarrow zonesbetween theuplifting blocksandthedowndropping blocks (light/white
areas) are neotectonically active. They may represent large individual faultsor systems ofclose
parallel faults withthepredominant vertical componentFigure2Dshows neotectonically active
zonesas black/whitelinesbetween theneotectonicblocks.
The method of relief energy, as well as other quantitative geomorphologic analyses
commonlyused inneotectonic studies, is weightedby theinterpreter's subjectivismbecause ofits
statisticalnature and the impact ofexogenous agents on the reliefevolution (Markovic, 1983).
Therefore anymorphometric neotectonic analysisshouldbe accompaniedby at leastgeologic and
remote sensing studies.Figure3 shows acomparison of theprobableneotectonic zones in theBar-
ton Springsareaand the faults shownon thepublished geologic maps (Garner etaL,1976;Proctor
et aL,198 1). The twomost distinctsystems oftheneotectonic zones are withSE-NW and SW-
NE orientations, whilepractically only the faults withSW-NE strike (Balcones system) are
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Figure 2. Mapof the second trendof the reliefenergy withprobable neotectonically active
zones shown as black/white lines inFigureD. Figures A through C show the resultof a
gradual contrast decreasebetween thedigital domains. Dark/black areas are relatively
uplifted neotectonicblocks(+) andlight/white areas arerelatively downthrownblocks (-).
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Figure 3. Geologically mapped faults (1) versus probableneotectonically active zones (2).
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geologically mapped. Thefact that SE-NW faultsaremuch less distinct(oreven "invisible")inthe
field tosome geologists maybeexplained by their smalldisplacement due toarecentactivation. A
very good agreementbetween SW-NE faults and neotectonic zones indicatesapplicability of the
described morphometric method ofrelief energy analysis. Barton Springs are not accidentally
located rightatthe intersectionof twoneotectonically activezones (Figure 3)of which theone with
theBalcones orientationisalso the longest inthe studyarea.
REMOTE SENSING OF LINEAMENTS
A lineament is defined as a mappable simple orcomposite linear feature on the surface
differing, distinctly from the patterns of the adjacent features and presumably reflecting a
subsurface phenomenon. Although manylineamentsare controlledby structuraldisplacement, they
may also represent geomorphic (physiographic) or tonal features causedby contrast difference
(Morgan and Koger., 1988). A typical geomorphic lineament would bea straight stream valley,
whereas a tonallineament couldbe causedby differences invegetation,moisture contentor soil
and rock composition (Sabins, 1987). Remote sensing, of lineaments,i.e. faults/fractures as
probable preferential flow pathsofgroundwater,isa well established andpractically anobligatory
procedure inkarst hydrogeology studiesinmany countries (Kresic andPavlovic, 1990).
Lineament analysis was performed on the Landsat MSS image which was digitally
processed, enhanced andfilteredusing AdobePhotoshop (Busbey et al., 1992).Figure 4shows
thered(single) band sceneofapartofthe study area west ofBarton Springsafteritwas stretched
and adjusted for the brightness/contrast The red band appeared to be themost suitable for the
analysisoflineamentssinceitcarries theleast visualnoise from theurbanandagriculturalfeatures.
For theinitial fracture/faultmapping the scene was filtered inAdobePhotoshop using avariety of
built-inandexternal directionalandnon directionalconvolution filters.Figure5 shows theresultof
a gradient 3by 3kernelfiltering,thathasgreatly enhancedthelineamentpattern.Indeciding which
lineament is apotential fault/fracture,Le. for theexclusionofobviousman-made features (roads,
power lines,agricultural boundaries,etc.), the filteredscene waseach time compared withthe
originalR,G3 image.Three different fracturepatterns areemphasized by the filtered imageshown
inFigure 5.The tracesoflineaments areshowninFigure- 6 together withtherosediagram oftheir
orientation.Thestatisticalmaximaof thethree systemshighly agree withtheorientationsofboth
geologicallymapped faultsandneotectonically wactive zones.
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Figure 4.LandsatMSS image (redchannel)of thearea westofBartonSprings
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Figure5.LandsatMSS image filtered for thelineament analysis.
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Morphometricneotectonic analysis, inconjunction withremote sensing of lineaments,is a
fast and inexpensive tool for thepreliminary study of possible groundwater flow paths inkarst
terranes. The utilization of USGS Digital ElevationModels and various affordable software
packages enable application of themethod ofreliefenergy for the largeareas. Themethod is very
useful forindicating,potential recent tectonic activity thatis stillwithout aclear geologic reflection
at the surface.Delineationofneotectonically activezones andblocksis also agood ground foran
initialconceptualization ingroundwater modeling ofkarst aquifers.
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Runoff DeterminationsIn The Onion Creek Watershed: A Reconsideration
by
Robert B.Botto,Barton Springs/Edwards Aquifer ConservationDistrict
Introduction
A modified Soil Conservation Service (SCS) method developed by HDR
Engineering was used toquantify runoff from an interveningarea within theOnionCreek
watershednear Austin,Texas. Thismethod was compared to theUnited StatesGeologic
Survey's (USGS) previous efforts to determine runoff. Streamflow measurements from
April,1981 werearbitrarilyselected to compareresults from bothmethods.
Hvdrolo^ic Context
TheOnionCreek watershed is the largest of six watershedscovering theBarton
Springs segment of the Edwards aquifer (Barton Springs segment). TheBarton Springs
segmentis ahighly productivekarst aquifer located innorthernHays andsouthernTravis
Counties, and the source of water for over 35,000 people (Bill Couch, personal
communication). Inaddition to water wells, dischargeoccurs through BartonSprings in
Austin, Texas. BartonSprings is apopular swimming "hole" thatalsoprovides habitat for
theBartonSprings salamander,whichisproposed for listing as anendangered species by
theUnited States Fish and Wildlife Service. At different times,spring discharge also
accounts for asignificantportionofthe baseflowinTownLake;consequently,it servesas
a source of water for the City of Austin and other communities located downstream
(BS/EACD,1992).
The BartonSprings segmentis replenished, orrecharged, through the downward
migrationofsurface water. Recharge occursprimarilyinthebeds ofsixcreeksthat crossa
region of the aquifer with fractured and faulted limestone exposed at the surface. This
region isknownas therecharge zone. Onion,Bear,LittleBear, Slaughter, Williamson,
andBartonCreeks areephemeral streams, andalong withtheir tributaries,provide mostof
the wateravailable for recharge. Themajority of this water isrunofforiginating in the
contributing zone, whichis thatportionofeachcreek's watershedabove the recharge zone.
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Previous Efforts
Previous efforts to determine runoff available for recharge in theBarton Springs
segmentreliedupon amethod developed by theUSGS. Gaging stationsare setup above
and below the recharge zone to measure streamflow. In theOnion Creek watershed the
upstream gaging stationis locatednear Driftwoodalong the westernedge of therecharge
zone and thedownstream gaging stationislocatednear Budaalong the eastern edge ofthe
recharge zone. Theareabetween stationsis referred toas anintervening areaandincludes
allof therecharge zone as well asa small portionof thecontributing zone. The volume of
recharge is thedifference between streamflow from the gaging stations above andbelow
therecharge zoneplus runoff from the intervening area. Runoff from theintervening area
isestimated on thebasisofunit runofffrom the areaupstream of therechargezone (Slade,
1985).
The USGS collectedstreamflow measurements from streams crossing theBarton
Springs segment of the Edwards aquifer from July, 1979 through December, 1982. In
April, 1981 theUSGS measured 2920 ac-ft from the Driftwood gaging station (Slade,
1985). The watershedupstream from the gaging station is124 square miles. Using the
USGS method to determinerunoff yielded23.55 ac-ft/mi2.Applying thisunit factor to the
intervening area, which is 42 mi2,yielded a total of approximately 989 ac-ft for April,
1981.
Methodology
Becauseitcan notbemeasured directly,calculatingrunofffrom aninterveningarea
isone of the most difficultparameters to quantify. Runoff volumeispart of anequation
that is used to determine recharge, which if underestimated could lead to erroneous
assumptionsabout the carryingcapacityofour groundwater resources.
HDREngineeringdeveloped amethod toestimate runofffromanintervening area
withinthe SanAntonio segment of theEdwards Aquifer. Theirmethodis avariationofan
SCS procedure that utilizes a runoffcurve number (CN) to quantify runoffon a monthly
rather than storm eventbasis. ACNisan empiricalratingofthe hydrologic performance
ofalargenumber soilsandland-use/vegetation covers throughout theUnited States (Dunne
andLeopold,1978). Unlike theUSGS, the SCS has takensoil types, land-use/vegetation
covers,and differences inprecipitation between the upstream andintervening areas into
account to determinerunoff volumes (HDR,1994).
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Curve NumberDeterminations.
Curve numbers (AMCq) were obtained by placing soil associations containing
similar hydrologic soilgroups together, averaging their curve numbers,and applying an
average value throughout therecharge and contributingzone. EachCNis weightedby area
to determine its relativecontribution. Weighted values are summed anda single value is
applied to the contributing zone andintervening area. Byrounding, CNs (AMCn) were
obtained for the contributing zone and the intervening area, which are 80 and 79,
respectively. TableIillustrates eachCN,itslocation,area, andrelativecontribution.
TableI- CurveNumbers ForTheContributing And Intervening Areas
Table 10.1inSection 4 ofthe SCS's NationalEngineering Handbook (NEH4) was
used todetermine CNs underother soilmoisture conditions(SCS,1972). By inspection,
theAMQand AMCrnCNvaluesfor thecontributing zone are 63 and91,respectively.
While for theintervening area, they arc 62and91,respectively.
Rainfall-RunoffRelationships
To calculate runoff from the intervening area, a CNmust be calibrated for
antecedent moisture conditionsinthe watershedabove theupstreamgaging station(HDR,
1994). Thecalibrationprocedure is necessary to justify applicationofSCS methods ona
monthly rather than stormeventbasis. Thecalibrationassumes thatantecedentmoisture
conditionsinthe watershedupstream aresimilar.
Streamflow totaling approximately 2920 ac-ft was measured at the Driftwood
gaging station in April, 1981. Rainfall collected at the stationmeasured 1.27 inches.
Solving,
2920 ac-ft/124 squaremilesx1squaremile/640 acres x12 inches/foot,
Contributin Zone Intervenin
CN Area(mj2) Contribution CN Area(mj2) Contribution
80.00 113.76 73.60 74.00 0.64 1.48




Total 124.00 79.92 42.00 78.74
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yielded 0.44 inches of runoff. The CNillustrated in Figure 10.1 - 1 from the SCS's
NEH4 is 88, which is between AMCn and AMCm for the contributing zone. By
interpolation, using AMCn andAMCm for theintervening area yielded aCNof 85.73,
which was rounded to 86 and is the calibrated CN. Using an equation defined in the
SCS'sNEH4, a p = 1.43" measured at the Budagaging station for April 1981,and the









Runoff from theintervening areaequals 1001ac-ft for April 1981.
Conclusion
The modified SCS method's results closely approximate the USGS's for runoff
fromtheintervening areaintheOnionCreek watershed. Thecloseapproximationbetween
runoff values may be attributed to thesimilarity betweenhydrologic soil properties as
evidenced by theAMCnCNs and rainfallinthecontributing zoneandinterveningarea.
Withgreatervariationbetweensuchfactors ashydrologic soilgroups,rainfall, and
impervious cover,results fromthemodifiedSCS methodcould diverge significantly from
those obtained using theUSGS method. Impervious cover was not taken intoaccount;
however, Onion Creek is only slightly developed. Future studies should account for
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